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§ i. INTRODUCTION 
Let U(n) C SO(2n) be the standard inclusion of the unitary group U(n) in the 
orthogonal group SO(2n). The homogeneous spaces SO(2n)/U(n) occur, as is 
well known, in the study of almost complex structures on differential 
manifolds. In this note we determine the structure of the integral cohomology 
ring of the spaces SO(2n)/U(n), SO(2n)/U(n - 1) and SO(2n)/U(n - 2), where 
U(n - k) C U(n) is the standard inclusion. For arbitrary k (1 < k_  n) we describe 
the additive structure of H*(SO(2n) /U(n -k ) ) .  We shall suppose that n_>2 
throughout his note. 
Our calculations rely heavily on Borel [1; 2] and on results obtained recently 
by Toda [4; see also 5]. 
It seems that the results obtained here are not to be found in the literature. 
We work with integral coefficients (which we do not write down) unless 
indicated otherwise. 
§ 2. THE COHOMOLOGY OF SO(2n)/U(n) 
To calculate the ring H*(SO(2n)/U(n); E) we shall apply a theorem due to 
Toda [4]. In order to formulate Toda's theorem we need some preparation. 
Let G be a compact connected Lie group of rank l, and let UC G be a 
connected subgroup. There is a fibration 
~o io 
(1) G---*G/U----~BU 
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where i0 is a map classifying the U-bundle 
U~G~G/U.  
For each prime p we have, by the theorem of Hopf-Borel [1], 
H*(G; gp)= A(x~, ...,Xr,)(~ 7/ p[y~, ...,ys,]/(y~ h~ .... ,ysPs') 
where each hj is a power of p; and deg x'i is odd, deg yj is even for odd p. 
We also have 
H*(G; Q)=A(Zl ..... Zl); deg zj: odd. 
Let M denote the subalgebra generated by {yjldeg yj even} and additionally 
{yj2} and {x/Ideg x[ even} if p=2.  Let {xi[1 <_i<_r} be the union of {x;ldeg x; 
odd} and {yj]deg y; odd (p = 2}. 
Then 
H*(G; 2~) = d(x 1 ... . .  Xr)~M 
where 
M= Zp[y 1 .... , ys]/(Y~' ..... Ykss) 
with kj a power of p; and where A(xl,..., xr) indicates the module spanned by 
the monomials {x~ 1.... ,x~r[a = 0 or 1}. 
The following hypothesis will be referred to as "condition (T)": 
(T) r=l, and for each j, l<_j<_s, there exists an i--i(j) such that xici) is 
trangressive in the fibration (1), and that fl(xici))=Yj. 
(fl is the Bockstein homomorphism associated to 0~p-~Zp2~gp~0) .  
Now assume that U is torsion free of maximal rank. We have 
H*(U)=A(ul,  ..., ut); deg uj: odd. 
H*(BU) =7/[t I . . . . .  tl]; deg tj= 1 +deg uj; 
tj is a transgression image of uj. 
The element i~(tj)~H*(G/U) will be denoted by tj also. 
Assuming condition (T) for all primes p, denote by {Yl,'..,Ym} the 
collection of the yj in (T) for all primes p, and by pj the prime corresponding 
to yj. 
We can now state the 
THEOREM OF TODA. Let U be a torsion free subgroup of maximal rank in the 
compact connected Lie group G. Assume condition (T) for all primes. Let ~j 
and trj be homogeneous elements of Z[t 1 ..... tt] such that Oj (mod pj) is a 
transgression image of x/u), and that 
H *(G/U; Q) = Q[tl, ..., tt]/(trl ..... trt), 
where deg tr~ _<deg tr2__< ... < deg at. 
Then there exist yj~H*(G/U),  and Qj, Sj in Z[tl ..... tt, YI .. . . .  Y,n] such that 
(i) deg Oi= deg o i 
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(ii) deg 7j =deg pj =deg ~j 
(iii) H*(G/U)  =7/[t !.. . . .  tl, 71 .. . . .  7m]/(Pl .... .  QI, Q{, "--,Qm) 
(iv) ~z~'(Tj)-Yj (rood pj) 
(v) ~j=pi. Ts+6j 
(vi) ~i is determined by the maximality of the integer n in n.~oi--a i mod 
t 
(~01 . . . . .  ~Oi- 1, ~0~ . . . . .  ~Om). 
Now take G = SO(2n), U= U(n). Then l= n. We may take t i= c i, the i-th 
universal Chern class, considered as the i-th elementary symmetric function in 
variables o1, ..., on of degree 2. The o's are given as follows: 
2 for l_<i_<n-1; o'2i= i-th elementary symmetric function in v 2 . . . . .  on 
deg a2i=4i 
an = cn; deg an = 2n. 
To verify condition (T) in this case, one need only consider p=2.  Now 
H *(SO(2n); 7/2) = A (xl, ..., x2~_ 1) ®M 
where 
.... Y4s_2J/(Y2, with s= [ ~  --~ ]a- 772 LYI""2, 1 h2 , ,h~ -2 "~ M • . . , . ,v4~- 21 
and h4j_ 2 = power of 2 satisfying 2n _< h4j_z(4j - 2) < 4n. 
Here Xzj_ 1 (1 _<j__< n) is the suspension of the universal Stiefel-Whitney class 
Wzj ~ H *(BSO(2n); Z2), while Y4j-2 (1 <j_< s) is the suspension image of Waj_ 1. 
Then fl(Xzj_l)=suspension image of wzj+l. Hence fl(x4j_3)=Y4j_2, l<_j<_s. 
The elements Xzj-1 (l_<j_<n) are universally transgressive. Hence (T) is 
satisfied. We may take c~4j_z=Czj_l (1 <j<__s) since Cz; -1-w4j -2  (rood 2), and 
W4j_ 2 is a transgression image of x4j-3. We thus obtain generators Y4j-2 
(l___j_<s) of degree 4 j -2  in H*(SO(2n)/U(n)) ,  satisfying: 2y4j_2=Czj_l. 
Because an = on, we see that 
H*(SO(2n) /U(n) )  = Z[Czk; Y4j- 2]/(•1, ..., £9n- i) 
where 1 <_2k<_n- 1, 2<4j -2_<2n-2 .  
We proceed to show that there are additional elements 
Y4i ~ H4i(sO(2n)/U(n)) ,  4 <_ 4i ~ 2n - 2, 
such that 
(i) 2Y4i = ¢2i 
(ii) Y4i+ ~ (-- 1)JY2jY4i_2j=O where one sets Y2j=0 i f j>n-  1. 
l_<j<2i 
This is shown by induction with respect o i. 
The relation Pi is determined by the condition m- 61 - al .  Now a2 = c 2 - 2c2 = 
= 4y 2 - 2c 2. Thus a2 is divisible exactly by 2, and 61 = 2Y 2 - c2. Then c 2 = 2y 2 in 
H*(SO(2n) /U(n)) .  Put 74 = 7 2. Suppose we have obtained generators 72k up to 
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demension (4 i -2)  satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) above. The element a2i can 
be expressed in terms of the cj's: 
O'2i= ( -  1) i ~ (-- I)Jcjc2i_j 
O~_j<_2i 
or 
0"2i=(-- 1)i{2c2i + E (-- 1)J4Y2j74i-2j} •
l_<j<2i 
Hence o2i is divisible exactly by 2, if 2i<n. Putting 
Qi=(- -  1)J{c2i+2 ~ (-- 1)JY2j)J4i_2j} 
l<j<2i 
we have Qj = 0 in H*(SO(2n)/U(n)). Then c2i = 2y4i where 
~'4i+ ~ (-- 1)JY2j~14i_2j=O 1 ~j<2i 
in H*(SO(2n)/U(n)). Invoking § 2 of [5], we see that we have proved 
THEOREM 1. There are generators Yz: of degree 2j (l___j__n-1) 
H*(SO(2n)/U(n)) such that, as rings, one has 
H*(SO(2n)/U(n)) = Z[y2 .... , YZn- 2]/(Q1, ..., Qn- 1) 
where 
in 
Oi = 74i + ~ (-- 1)J),2j74i_2j (~)2k=0 if k>n-  1). 
l_<j<2i 
THE COHOMOLOGY OF SO(2n)/U(n- 1) AND SO(2n)/U(n- 2) 
Consider the fibration 
(2) sZn-a--,SO(2n)/U(n - 1) n--~SO(2n)/U(n). 
Its characteristic class is 0. According to Massey [3], the integral cohomology 
ring of such a spherical fibration is determined as follows: the Gysin sequence 
yields exact (split) sequences 
(3) f O~Hq(SO(2n)/U(n))!~*Hq(SO(2n)/U(n- 1)) ~u 
H q- 2n + l(sO(2n)/U(n) ) ~ O. 
Choose a ~ H 2n - l (SO(2n) /U(n-  1)) such that q/(a)= 1. Then there exist unique 
elements a ~ H 4n - 2(SO(2n)/U(n)), fl~ H 2n- l(sO(2n)/U(n) ), such that 
a 2 = r~ *(a) + a. ~z *(fl). 
The ring-structure of H*(SO(2n)/U(n- 1)) is completely determined by cz and 
/L Since the total space has no torsion in our case, see (3) above, and clearly 
/~ = 0 we have that a = 0 also. 
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We may state 
THEOREM 2. There is an isomorphism of rings 
H *(SO(2n)/U(n - 1)) _=_ H *(S 2n - 1) ® H*(SO(2n)/U(n)). 
We shall now study the space X= SO(2n)/U(n - 2), where we take n _ 3. Set 
B= SO(2n)/U(n-1), and consider the spherical fibration 
(4) s2n- 3~x q__~B. 
Its characteristic class is: 272n-2. In the Gysin sequence of the fibration (4): 
H p-  2n + 2(B ) ~ HP(B) q_~HP(X) P_~ H p -  2n + 3(B ) 
we have that y *(x)= 2x. 72n-2, while fl* satisfies the rule: 
fl*(u, q *(t))) = fl*(u), o, for u ~ Hs(X), o ~ Hr(B). 
This formula is due to Massey [3]. If y *(x) = 0, then necessarily x. Y2n-2 = 0, 
since B has no torsion. We claim that x must be of the form x=y.  Y2n-2 for 
some y ~H*(B). It suffices to prove the following: 
if x ~ Hs(SO(2n)/U(n)) and 72n- 2" x = 0, then there exists 
y ~ M s- 2n + 2(SO(2n)/U(n) ) such that x = 72n- 2" Y. 
To see this we use the fact that the sequence of polynomials {ax .... , on, an- 1 } 
in the variables Cl . . . . .  cn is a regular sequence in Q[q .... , On]. 
(aj=j-th elementary symmetric function in o~ .... o2 here.) 
2 --2Chert_ 2. Hence if g is a polynomial such that We have that an- 1 = On- 1 
c2_1.g--0 mod I(al, ...,an-Z), then geI(al ..... an-z, Cn). 
Using the relations 27j=cj; aj=4Oj mod cn (1 <_j<_n-1), and the fact that 
cn =0 in H*(SO(2n)/U(n)), it is easy to establish the truth of our claim. 
Thus the kernel of Y* is known. From the Gysin-sequence and the structure 
of H*(B) we deduce: q* is an isomorphism in dimensions <2n-3 .  
H 2n- 3(B) -~ H 2n - 3(X) = 0. 
q* :H2n-2(B)~H2n-Z(X) has kernel {2y2n_2}. 
fl*:HP(X)~HP-2n+3(B) is the 0-map for p<4n-5 .  
We obtain elements in H*(X):  
O'.2j=q*(72j); 1 <_j<_n-2 
7=q*(Y2n_2); then 27=0, 72=0. 
Furthermore we have: 
q* : Hzn-  I(B) = ' HZn-  l (x )  is an isomorphism. 
Set a=q*(a). So aEHZn-l(x),  a2=0. 
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In H 4n- 5(X) we get 
* /~*  • ~H4n-5(B) q ~Hgn-5(X) )H2n-2(B) Y*) 
Since YEn_EeKer (y*), there is an element t/ in H4n-5(X), 
fl *(/1) = Y2n - 2" 
Since Im (fl*) is free abelian, for any p we have that 
such that 
HP(X) ~ q *(HP(B)) (~ Im (fl *). 
Hence all torsion in HP(X) is created by q*, and we see that HP(X) has only 
2-torsion, and moreover every torsion element is of order 2. The element 
r I ~H4n-5(X), of infinite order, together with elements in Im q* yield all of 
H*(X):  
if x e HP(X), set fl *(x) = z e H p- 2, + 3(B). 
Now zeKer  (y*), hence there is ueH*(B) such that z=u'Y:n_:; so 
fl*(x)=u, yZn_E=U'fl*(rl)=fl*(q*(u)" rl), and we see that there is an element 
u e H*(B) such that x = q *(v) + q *(u). rl. This shows that H*(X) is generated by 
Im (q*) and r/. 
Consider y. r/. We have that fl*(y, r/) = 0, so y. 1/= q*(u) for some u e H*(B). 
But y.r/ has order 2. So v=Y2n_z'W, some w. Hence y.rl=y.q*(w), or 
y(r / -  q *w) = 0. Since fl *(r/.- q *w) = fl *(~/), we may suppose, as we will, that r/ 
has been chosen so that y.r/--0. 
Now let y ~ H*(B) be such that q *(y). t/= 0. 
Then y. YEn - 2 = 0 ,  hence y = y' .  YEn - 2 and q *(y) = q *(y'). y. So q *(y). r/= 0 is 
a consequence of the relation r/. y = y. r/= 0. To know all relations between the 
generators a2 ... . .  ct2n-4,a, Y, tl we need to have information on r/2. We shall 
show that r/2= 0. 
For this we must work in Z2-cohomology, which we write as H2*(-).  Let Q 
be the mod 2 reduction map. Observe that Q is a ring homomorphism, and 
induces a natural map from the Gysin-sequence with integer coefficients to the 
Gysin-sequence with Z2-coefficients. Now since all torsion in H*(X) is of 
order 2, if r/2 (an element of order 2 in H*(X)) is non-zero then Q(r/2)¢0. So 
if 0 denotes o(r/), r/2¢0 implies 02¢0.  Set t~=O(a), 7=Q(y); so t~2--0, 72=0.  
There is de H2n-a(x) such that ]~*(d)= 1 e H°(B). In ZE-coefficients he map 
* is 0; and there is a short exact sequence 
O~ HP (B) fi~* H~ (X) fi-~ H~- 2n + 3 (B) ~O 
for every p. If xeHf (X) ,  set ¢J*(x) =z; then ~*(gI*(z).d)=z, so x=O*(y)+ 
+ (/*(z). d for some y e H~'(B). Taking x = r/, we have 0 = O*(Y) + ?" d, since 
/~*(0) =/~(O(r/)) = Ofl*(r/) = 0(Y2,- 2) = '72,- 2. Since y e H 4"- 5(B) one necessarily 
must have y =y'. a, because a creates all odd-dimensional e ements. 
So we may set 0 = q *(Y')" a + ?. d. 
But then obviously 02=0. Thus r/2=0 also. The relations Q1 ..... Qn-2 in 
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H*(B)  yield the relations 2" 1 . . . . .  2"n_ 2 in H*(X) :  
(5) r j=anj+ ~ (--1)ka2kanj_2k ( l _< j<n-2)  
l_<k<2j 
where one must set a2k=0 for k>n-2 .  
This is true, because Y2,-2 occurs in •j (1 <_j<_n-2) with coefficient 2 or 0. 
We may now state: 
THEOREM 3. In H*(SO(2n) ) /U(n -2) )  (n_3)  there are generators a2j 
(l _<j_< n - 2), ~, y, r/ (deg q2j=2j; deg o t=2n-  1; deg y=2n-2 ;  deg r /=4n-5)  
such that H*(SO(2n) /U(n -  2)= Z[a2j , et, y, t l]/R where R is the ideal generated 
by {rl . . . . .  Tn_2, 0~ 2, 2y, y2 yr/,/./2}, 2"j as in (5). 
§ 4. THE ADDITIVE STRUCTURE OF H*(SO(2n)/U(n- k)) 
Consider the fibration (1 < k_<_ n) 
(6) SO(2n)/U(n -- k )  p-~ V2n ' 2k 
where V2n,2k is the Stiefel manifold SO(2n) /SO(2n-  k). The fibre of  (6) is the 
space SO(2n - 2k) /U(n  - k). Its integral cohomology ring has generators Y2j in 
degrees 2j, l<_ j<_n-k -1 .  It is well known that Hq(V2n,2k)=O for 0<q< 
<2n-  2k. Therefore the Serre spectral sequence of  (6) collapses. Since Vz,,,zk 
can only have 2-torsion, and all torsion elements have order 2, while the fibre 
of  (6) has no torsion, the Proposit ion 8.2 of  Borel [1] applies, and we may 
conclude that additively H*(SO(2n) /U(n -k ) )  is isomorphic to  H*(V2n,2kX 
× SO(2n - 2k) /U(n  - k)). 
THEOREM 4. There is an isomorphism of  abelian groups 
H *(SO(2n)/U(n - k)) _~ H *(V2n '2k × SO(2n - 2k) /U(n  - k)). 
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